OMEGA QR
POWER CABLES
True to the form of an industry legend, Shunyata Research has combined its finest patented technologies
and fully customized parts into one iconic power cord design. The Omega QR is a true design reference,
evolving from science that has Shunyata Research products in high demand within the world’s most
recognized mastering labs, recording studios and medical imaging systems.
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OMEGA QR

25 YEARS OF EVOLVED SCIENCE,
MEASUREMENT AND RESEARCH

V TX-AG CONDUCTORS.
The Omega QR’s VTX-Ag conductors are the product of a 25-year design progression steeped in credible
science and definitive measurement. VTX-Ag conductors use an outer tube geometry of the purest form of
copper, intended to bring out the purest tone and timbres of recorded instruments and voice. The Omega QR’s
VTX outer core of pure copper surrounds an inner core of the purest form of silver. This inner Ag core demonstrably
improves macro-dynamics and creates an incredible three dimensional weight and timing in the lower octaves.
Q R / B B TM T E C H N O L O G Y
Patent Number: US 10,031,536
The Omega QR incorporates a refined and improved version of Shunyata Research’s Patented QR/BBTM
technology. The QR/BBTM science was granted a patent because it possesses the ability to act as a coloumb
charge, meaning it stores and discharges micro-second pulses of current in a way that improves a
components access to instantaneous current. The sonic result is a lifelike presentation of timing and dynamic
contrasts in sound that cannot be replicated by ANY other means. In layman’s terms, it acts like a super-charger
for amplifiers, pre-amps, DAC’s and CD players.
THE NIC™ (NOISE ISOL ATION CHAMBER)
Patent Number: US 8,658,892
The NIC™ (Noise Isolation Chamber) is a patented technology that reduces high-frequency power line noise.
NICs™ use a non-reactive ferroelectric substance that absorbs high frequency noise.
TRUE CARBON FIBER HEAD SHELLS
Shunyata Research's own true carbon fiber head shell designs come in three attractive colors/finishes. These
rigid housings reduce micro-vibration-induced distortion and add to the overall silence behind the Omega's
presentation of sound and images.

O M E G A Q R / / D T C D TM D E S I G N
Every facet of the Omega QR power cord has been refined to deliver measurably superior Dynamic Transient
Current DeliveryTM. Each part, conductor, noise circuit and material inside the Omega QR allows for maximum
throughput of instantaneous current. Listeners will experience earth-shaking low-frequency performance
from even the highest-current amplifiers as well as dynamic contrast unheard of outside of a live event. More
than any other design parameter, Shunyata Research’s skill in eliminating resistance and maximizing peakcurrent delivery is unmatched.

NR TECHNOLOGY
Shunyata Research’s exclusive NR (Noise Reduction)
technology has been improved for the Omega QR.
NR technology is a multi-stage filter network that
measurably reduces power-line and componentgenerated noise. NR Technology adds a stunning
background of silence to recordings, allowing the
listener to hear into recordings as never before. Every
nuance of meaningful content is revealed, bringing to
life music’s most consequential moments as if the
performers are in the room with the listener.
C O P P E R C O N N TM
PURE COPPER CONNECTORS
CopperCONN'sTM internal metals are culled from solid
copper and use a high-tension spring-loaded triplewipe contacts for vice-like grip. More so than any
"plated outlet", CopperCONNTM outlets offer measurably
lower-resistance connections that will unlock the
performance of any component and system.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
The Omega QR represents an ultimate power cord
design template by which all other power products
must be judged in terms of verifiable science and
performance. The Omega QR is the barometer of what
is possible when an entirety of one great company's
intellectual, science, and parts technologies are
combined into one fabled design. In keeping with its
reputation as the industry leader in design innovation,
Shunyata Research remains ahead of the field.

SPECIFICATIONS
Conductors
6awg VTX-Ag
Connectors
CopperCONNTM Pure Copper
Patented Technologies
QR/BBTM
Patent Number: US 10,031,536
NICTM
Patent Number: US 8,658,892
Noise Reduction
12dB Differential and
Common Mode Noise Reduction
Dimensions
Length: 2.0m
Weight: 3 lbs
Diameter: 41mm
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